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     CELEBRATIONS 2021:  

     TEACHER OF THE YEAR 

 MR. TERRY CALISTE 

EDUCATIONAL SERVICES PROFESSIONAL OF THE YEAR 

 MS. TERESA DI MEZZA 

SUPPORT STAFF MEMBER OF THE YEAR 

 MRS. JANET HEUN 

Monmouth Regional High School is very proud 
to announce the following: Mr. Terry Caliste 
has been named Teacher of the Year.  Mr. Cal-
iste, a member of the Math Department stated 
it was a surprise to hear his name.  He began 
his educational journey at NJIT, originally con-
sidering a career in computer science or electri-
cal engineering.  After speaking with profes-
sionals in those industries, he realized that was 
not where his heart was, and transferred to 
Monmouth University to study mathematics.  
Along the way, he doubled majored in second-
ary education to have teaching as a backup 
plan.  Eventually, teaching became his first op-
tion and he is glad it worked out. A Monmouth 
Regional High School Graduate, Mr. Caliste 
never thought that he would be back at his al-
ma-mater teaching.  What he liked the most 
about MRHS was the diverse student body.  
Many of his friends from other towns did not have as much variety in their 
schools.  Most of the staff was helpful, caring and relatable.  Since his original 
career plan was not in education, he never thought he would step foot inside 
MRHS again.  Education has changed since he was a student.  Reflecting, he 
has noticed a big difference in what is emphasized in education.  He feels that 
there is an increased importance placed on standardized testing.  In math, 
more emphasis is placed on problem solving than memorizing the basic facts.  
He also feels that students and their parents have an increased influence on the 
high school education than when he started. These observations all have their 
pros and cons.  Advice for individuals considering a career in education?  Mr. 
Caliste has some sound words:  Education is a beautiful and rewarding career.  
Learn how to be versatile and to reach all different types of students, not  just 
students who look like you or have a similar background.  Saying you want to 
help all students and doing it are two different things.  This takes continual ef-
fort, open-mindness, and humility. Be committed to teaching the students how 
to be successful for life, not just for tests.  On his vision board for the next five 
years are the following– deepening his understanding of mathematics, helping 
more students see the beauty of math and stop being afraid of it– learning a 
new language– travel to a few new places– learn how to play the piano– and 
watch the Knicks win a championship.  Outside of work, Mr. Caliste loves 
sports.  He enjoys watching all major sports.  He enjoys outdoor activities, 
cooking ,traveling, music and of course, science and math.  Congratulations!  

http://www.monmouthregional.net
https://www.facebook.com/Monmouth-Regional-High-School-214788595241115/
https://www.facebook.com/Monmouth-Regional-High-School-214788595241115/
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https://twitter.com/MonRegHS
https://twitter.com/MonRegHS
https://twitter.com/MonRegHS
https://www.instagram.com/mrhsfalcons/
https://www.instagram.com/mrhsfalcons/
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Mrs. Teresa  Di Mezza, Guidance Counselor, has been selected as  
“Educational Services Professional of the Year”.  Her first reaction 
to hearing her name announced as the honoree, she was surprised 
and humbled.  She loves her career which fulfills her. Mrs. DiMez-
za holds a Bachelor of Science in Physical Education from The Col-
lege of NJ, and an MA in Counseling Services Education from 
Georgian Court University One fun fact about Mrs. DiMezza, like 
Mr. Caliste she is a graduate of Monmouth Regional.  Reflecting on 
her time at MRHS, she stated that she loved being a student at 
MRHS.  She was very involved in clubs and sports.  Additionally, 
MRHS has so many options for students to keep busy and in-
volved.  Mrs. DiMezza added her teachers were supportive and al-
ways pushing her to reach for the stars.  The diversity itself en-
riched Mrs. DiMezza’s life and the community around MRHS is 
family oriented.  Now that she is an employee, she feels just the 

same if not even more in love and advocates for our school and the programs offered.  How has ed-
ucation changed since she started her career? Less books to carry and more technology to hold (!).  
Continued higher learning, keeping up with technology, reaching out to students in various crea-
tive ways, and to continue to keep up with the times is on her five year vision board.  Advice that 
she would give to anyone considering a career in education is to be open to learning every day and 
self reflect, so that you can  pay it forward to others.  Students need driven educators to love what 
they do and believe in what they preach.  On the personal side, Mrs. Di Mezza is happily married to 
her husband Steven of over 20 years and has two adult children.  Her son, Coleton attends Rutgers 
and her daughter Madeline is a senior in high school and just committed to TCNJ.  Additionally, 
Mrs. DiMezza is a head lacrosse coach at St. John Vianney, the MRHS Football Announcer,  and 
loves field hockey as well.  She also loves to travel, spend time with her family, playing Corn Hole 
outside and enjoying the simplest of things.  Congratulations Mrs. DiMezza!   
 
 
Mrs. Janet Heun , Secretary to the School Business Administrator,  has been selected as “Support 
Staff Member of the Year” for 2021 .  Mrs. Heun has been a member 
of the Falcon Family since 2013.  She was surprised and honored 
that her colleagues nominated her for the award.  Prior to Mon-
mouth Regional, there is 35 years experience working in both pri-
vate and public sectors.  A large part of her career was 20 years 
working at AT & T as an Executive Secretary. The field of Adminis-
trative Assistants has drastically changed over the years.  Ms. Heun 
notes that at the beginning of her career, systems were much less 
automated, with reliance on shorthand and UNIX based programs 
were the tools of the secretarial pool.  Those specializations are no 
longer used today.  Today the work is much more focused on per-
sonal interaction with parents and supervisors solving real-time 
problems and issues.  The role has developed a great level of re-
sponsibility as the years have passed.  Reflecting on her career, Ms. Heun stated the best advice she 
ever received was to have confidence in her decisions.  Once a shy, uncertain young administrator, 
today she trusts her experience and makes decisions working more independently than in the past.  
Looking five years into the future, Ms. Heun ‘s focus is passing her knowledge down to the younger 
employees and watching them develop.  Outside of MRHS, Ms. Heun is married and the proud 
parent of three beautiful and successful daughters.  She and her husband enjoy their family time 
and are raising two puppies in their spare time.  Congratulations on this well-deserved award!  
 

CELEBRATIONS CONTINUED from page 1:    
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WELCOME NEW BOARD MEMBER  ALEX ‘AJ’ VERVOORT 

How did you find your way to 

live in Shrewsbury Town-

ship?  

  

My early childhood was spent in 

Shrewsbury Township and several 

of my family members still reside 

in town. I moved away to South 

Jersey, Philadelphia, and NYC, 

but after the completion of my 

doctoral coursework, returned to 

Shrewsbury Township; I am still 

working on the research require-

ments for my doctorate. The pandemic further ce-

mented me in Shrewsbury Township, and it is now an 

honor to represent the town that I spent many of my 

formative years in.  

  

Why did you decide to run for the Board?  

My passion for my beloved alma mater, MRHS, cou-

pled with my desire to give back to my community 

inspired me to run for the Board. I currently have the 

pleasure of serving on the Policy Committee, Green 

Team, and Equity Council, which are areas of passion 

for me. It is wonderful to be part of the team propel-

ling the school forward and 

helping foster diverse, equita-

ble learning communities.  

Favorite class in high 

school and why?   

My favorite class at MRHS was 

AP Government. I loved learn-

ing about our great democracy 

and the political systems and 

culture(s) of the United 

States.   

  

Where do you see high school education in the 

next five—ten years?  
Many will say they see more online learning happen-

ing; I do not share this sentiment—especially in the K-

12 context. I think so much additional learning occurs 

organically through human interaction. I do, however, 

see technology playing an even greater role in high 

school education—potentially helping offer a more 

individualized learning experience for students. I also 

see high school education across the United States 

becoming more equitable and inclusive.  

  

On March 2, 2021, Mrs. Eileen Cilino was inducted into the 

New Jersey DECA (Distributive Education Clubs of Ameri-

ca) Hall of Fame.  DECA is an association of marketing stu-

dents that encourages the development of business and 

leadership skills through academic conferences and compe-

titions.  This award is a result of many years of playing a sig-

nificant role in DECA at the local, state and national level.   

Ms. Cilino is identified as a “true gem in the crown of NJ 

DECA”.  Well done Mrs. Cilino!  

MRS. CILINO INDUCTED INTO NJ DECA HALL OF FAME 
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Monmouth Regional Equity Council Update    

The members of the MRHS Equity Council have continued to work to-

wards making positive changes.  Highlights from recent meetings include:   

 Middle school students to visit honors level classes remotely 

 Creating a subcommittee to develop a minority mentoring program.  

 Create internships with successful members of the community who are 

people of color.  

 Create a buddy program:  have a student in the class, who has been on 

the honors track, buddy with a student to help with the transition into 

the higher level and added demands on their time and level of output.  

 Enrichment Program:  have a teacher (duty during lunch) available to 

assist these students with the new expectations.  Create it like an organ-

izational skills for honor students.  The teacher will help them get orga-

nized and continuously motivate and encourage the student.  

 Employment Postings:  expanded to social media and possible attend-

ance at job fairs; black hiring fairs along with posting directly to the fol-

lowing associations:  National Alliance of Black Educators; National As-

sociation of Black Social Workers; National Association of Black Psy-

chologists. 

 The NJ State Legislature passed a bill to install a new racism and social 

justice education program for students in public school.  

Meeting dates, minutes and agendas along with additional information on 

the Equity Council can be found at this link:  

https://www.monmouthregional.net/Domain/621 

  

https://www.monmouthregional.net/Domain/621
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MRHS HALL OF FAME SEEKING NOMINATIONS 

If you know of a MRHS Alumni or Staff Member that belongs in 

the Hall of Fame, nominations are now open for the next class. To 

nominate someone please go to the HOF website: https://

sites.google.com/site/monmouthregionalhalloffame/home 

Criteria: 

Hall of Fame:    

 Distinguished themselves through services to Monmouth Re-

gional High School 

 Recognizes alumni who have achieved superior success in their 

chosen field and are a contributing member to the community or 

country 

 Recognizes alumni who have dedicated their time to community 

service activities and who personify Monmouth Regional High 

School 

Athletic Hall of Fame:  

 Being recognized as an All-State, All-Shore, All-County, or All 

Division player. 

 Being on a Division or State winning team 

 Being an outstanding scholar-athlete who has brought honor to 

MRHS by their post high school careers 

 Coaches who have made incomparable contributions to the suc-

cess of an MRHS program(s).  

If you need additional information/questions please email Dan 

Wendel at dwendel@monmouthregional.net 

https://sites.google.com/site/monmouthregionalhalloffame/home
https://sites.google.com/site/monmouthregionalhalloffame/home
mailto:dwendel@monmouthregional.net
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Dr. Ted Wardell, Supervisor of Science/Mathematics 

Dr. Wardell obtained his Ed.D. doctorate in Educational Leadership from 

Monmouth University.  His dissertation was a study on the effectiveness of 

Khan Academy’s SAT Math program which was offered for free.  Dr. 

Wardell’s concentration was a full study into the effectiveness of a free SAT 

Math preparation program to prepare for the SAT.  After obtaining two 

Master’s degrees, Dr. Wardell decided to check off an item on his bucket 

list, and begin the path towards the doctorate.  One of his professors from 

graduate school, who he kept in touch with, also encouraged him to apply 

for the program at Monmouth University.  Courses included studies in edu-

cational practices, structures and designs in other parts of the world; the systematic nature and algo-

rithmic approach to evaluation; writing for professional publications; social and behavioral structures; 

and digital learning to name a few.  Where some individuals may feel the grind of degree work, Dr. 

Wardell embraced the process and feels it has made him a better individual.   He feels the best outcome 

of the program was learning what it truly takes to learn deeply and rigorously about something  A fa-

vorite memory of that time was when he was defending his dissertation and thinking how well versed in 

and confident about his topic was a direct result of the process and effort it took to get to that point.  

Dr. Wardell recommends that anyone considering pursuing doctorate degree to be sure and committed 

in doing so– to be prepared to put almost everything in life second to the doctoral program work.  

There will be times when it seems almost impossible and the decision to do this may start to seem like a 

mistake.  That being said, it is an enormously rewarding experience from which you will emerge a bet-

ter person, and if lucky with some great new friends.    

Monmouth Regional High School is very proud to support our staff/board mem-

bers who have obtained their doctoral degree:    

Dr. Meredith McGee, Faculty Member 

Dr. McGee obtained her Ed.D doctorate in Educational Leadership from Rowan 

University.  Her dissertation was titled “Academics and the Student Athlete:  a 

Mixed Methods Study on the Role of Athletics in the High School Educational 

Setting”. The focus was on how athletic directors and coaches are able to impact 

student academic excellence through athletics.  Additionally, Dr. McGee created 

a framework for academic success of student athletes.  A lifelong goal of obtain-

ing a Doctorate, Dr. McGee felt the time spent in study was humbling– being 

mentored by intellectuals who provided a range of experience and  a wealth of 

knowledge along with being challenged to delve into who she was as a person and 

an educator.  Courses of study included leadership, curriculum and instruction, 

policy and law, professional learning communities, changing organizations, diversity, eithics, school govern-

ance, and various types of research.  After three years of study, she began work on her dissertation which 

she feels was the greatest learning experience.  Overall, she is very happy with her experience and proud of 

her accomplishment and offers the following advice—to be ready to work harder than you ever have, but 

knowing the reward will be great.  Never let anyone tell you that you cannot do it, and know that you will 

need to work through trials but you can succeed.     
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Dr. Karen Thoens, Faculty Member  

While working on her master’s degree in English, Dr. Thoens de-

cided to apply for a PhD program at City University of New York 

(CUNY).  She decided to continue upper level classes through her 

work in the master’s program.  The PhD took ten years to com-

plete.  During that time, Dr. Thoens worked full time teaching 

English and then commuted into New York City by train in the 

evenings for classes.  She remembers the entire process as chal-

lenging but also great fun– talking to high school students during 

the day, other grad students and professors in the evening, riding 

back to New Jersey on the train, home around 10 and up again at 5:30 to drive to the high school.  

In 2005 The Graduate School and University Center of the City University of New York (CUNY), 

conferred a Doctor of Philosophy in English on Dr. Thoens.  Her dissertation, Anything Goes, pro-

poses societal changes in race, class, gender, and sexual identity can be seen in post –World War I 

fiction compared to those seen in Victorian novels.  Her completed paper was 298 pages including a 

ten-page bibliography.  The requirements for the doctorate degree were a minimum of 60 course 

credits (usually 3 credits a course) in a variety of English courses.  Two written exams in broad Eng-

lish knowledge, and tested translation proficiency in two world languages are required.  A disserta-

tion committee that includes three professors from the Graduate School must be assembled to grant 

approval of the proposal with an extensive list of books to be used for support.  The committee will 

need to approve of the completed text.  The final requirements include an oral defense of the disser-

tation before the dissertation committee and a printed, bound copy of the dissertation for the Uni-

versity Library.  While all of this may seem head spinning, Dr. Thoens offers these encouraging 

words: “If you are considering a doctoral degree, understand that it takes a time commitment, then, 

go for it”.  
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Doctoral Degrees Continued:    

 

Dr. Sharon C. Wisdom, Board Member.  

Dr. Wisdom obtained her Ed.D with a Teacher Leadership Speciali-

zation from Walden University.  Her dissertation’s title was Teach-

er’s Perceptions About the Influence of High-Stakes Testing on 

Students. As a life-long learner and lover of education, Dr. Wisdom 

decided to pursue the degree to become and educational leader who 

impacted real change in the school culture and environment.  Addi-

tionally, she wanted to advance her future career opportunities to 

work in higher education.  The courses taken as part of the program 

included Teacher Leadership courses; attend in-person residences 

both required and advanced; research courses; prospectus comple-

tion course; and a doctoral study intensive multi courses to com-

plete all components of the dissertation.  Looking back, Dr. Wis-

dom states she learned how to embrace technology differently after being a ‘brick and mortar’ stu-

dent.  Now she was an online learner.  The experience was positive and enriching—she learned how 

to engage in more detailed research methodology and enhanced her writing skills, which ultimately 

led her to be a more scholarly writer.  Advice for individuals considering this path include :  Making 

sure that the program meets your desired goals and expectations; review the requirements/ policies 

of the program; review the program structure; know the time it takes to complete the degree pro-

gram; and finally realize that obtaining your doctorate degree is a major investment and commit-

ment of your time.  For Dr. Wisdom—it was totally worth it.   

Dr. Nancy Uddin, Board Member.  

Dr. Uddin obtained her PhD in Accounting from Rutgers University.  The 

dissertation was entitled “CFO Intentions to Report Fraudulently on Fi-

nancial Statements''.  The path to earning the degree involved first three 

years of course work.  The course work focused on research methods, sta-

tistical analysis, and the extant literature in the major areas of accounting 

research—audit, financial, behavioral, managerial and systems.  After 

coursework, there was a qualifying exam that covered all of the course 

work and then two years of research for the dissertation.  The decision to 

pursue the advanced degree was based on what academia offered—a struc-

tured schedule, teaching, researching topics that are of interest,  and the 

ability to choose projects to work on.  Those options fit Dr. Uddin’s person-

ality and her life priorities.  For  anyone considering an advanced degree, Dr. Uddin suggests choosing 

a field and doctoral program carefully to fit your research and career goals.  Ask for advice from peo-

ple who have been through a doctoral program and research the job placement history of recent grad-

uates from the programs you are considering.  Finally, it (the process) is a marathon and not a sprint– 

it takes patience and determination to complete a rigorous doctoral program.   
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What’s worse, “having something then having it taken away” or 
“having something, have it taken away then only get a small taste of 
what once was”? The debate of who had it worse between the Class of 
2020 and Class of 2021 will go on for years but one thing is certain, the 
pandemic of 2020 impacted much more than our health. Mentally and 
emotionally we are exhausted. Socialization becomes awkward and 
even taboo. I wish I could report that Monmouth Regional functioned 
like business as usual but I obviously can’t. 

 There is no substitution for in person, full day school but during the 
2020-2021 school year, MRHS made the best of a messy situation. Ad-
hering to CDC and MCRHC guidelines and recommendations, stu-
dents were able to re-enter the building for half days in cohorts. Alt-
hough the goal for students to return to full days was never reached, 
our reopening plan was altered in February when in person classes 
were offered on Wednesdays. 

 With vaccinations given and guidelines softened, we look forward to 
(hopefully) re-opening full-time in September. Changes in schedules 
and protocols will be required (specifics will be shared at a later time). 

I would be remiss if I did not thank the students, parents, faculty and staff for adapting to the changes re-
quired to maintain a safe and healthy environment during the school year. I hope each of you have a relaxing 
summer. To the members of the Class of 2021, I wish you success and happiness as you enter the next chapter 
of your lives. Make it amazing!  

      Mr. Teeple , Superintendent 

 

NOTE FROM THE PRINCIPAL 

This has certainly been a challenging year for all of our students and staff at 
Monmouth Regional High School.  Dating back to March of 2020, we’ve 
shared ups and downs, successes and failures, victories and defeats.  But 
through it all, we’ve never lost sight of the meaning of our Falcon Family. I 
am so proud to say that I believe we have grown stronger as a school com-
munity, and I’m confident that the lessons we’ve learned throughout this 
time will continue to guide us and remind us of what is truly important in 
our lives. 
 
As the Principal, I’ve struggled quite a bit with decisions that have had to be 
made during this pandemic.  When you’re in a room with fellow school ad-
ministrators, and you come to the realization that no matter what we ulti-
mately decide to do, there will be some individuals and families that may be 
affected negatively. The thought of putting individuals in a tough situation 
for whatever reason based on our decision is unsettling.  However, every 
move that we made was done so with the utmost care and compassion, and 
with the goal of keeping our students, staff, and their families safe.  Of that, 
I am very proud. 
 
For the Class of 2021, we will be able to provide some of the end of year celebrations that last year’s class was un-
able to participate in.  While it was absolutely heartbreaking to not be able to provide the Class of 2020 with all of 
the events that they most certainly deserved, I’m happy that we can now, more than a year later, get back to some 
of the normalcy and traditions that we are accustomed to.  I want this year’s seniors to realize just how fortunate 
they are to be given these opportunities, and to cherish the time and the memories that they are creating. 
 
It has truly been a long, unusual journey to this point.  But, we have made, and will continue to make, great pro-
gress as we continue to learn and grow as a Falcon Family.   

      Mr. Evans,  Principal 

NOTE FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT 
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GOOD NEWS!   

Students and Staff who have been recognized for their achievements this year : 

 All Shore Chorus:   

Elizabeth Matthews; Matisse Rediker; Stefanie Worton 

 All Shore Jazz Band:  

PJ Reyes (Trumpet) 

 Arts Educators NJ Youth Art Month 12th in the State: 

Faye Londis  

 Kean University Honor for Holocaust Classes:  

Joseph Nappi 

 Hewlett Packard Teaching Fellow:  

Theodore Ragavas, Technology Supervisor 

 Employee of the First Quarter:  

Walter “Woody” Hayes, Community Aide 

 Employee of the Second Quarter:  

Peggy McKean, Teacher 

 Employee of the Third Quarter:  

Carol Samuels, Teacher 

Congratulations to the individuals below who were left out of the prior RR,  

we apologize for the oversight : 

Perfect Attendance 2019-2020:   

• Jackson Goff 

MRHS Graduates Employed at MRHS:  

• Anthony “Bubba” Gaetano 
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REFERENDUM 2018 UPDATE 

The projects are 99% done!  Here is an up-
date:  

Phase 1 HVAC and Electrical Upgrades: 

· All physical contract work at the site is 
complete. 

· Faulty boiler pump is being replaced with 
a new one. 

New Synthetic Turf Fields, and Synthetic 
Track Replacement: 

· All physical contract work at the site is 
complete. 

· Change order work to adjust lacrosse lines 
on the front fields is in progress 

Partial Settling Floor Replacement: 

· All physical contract work at the site is 
complete. 

Main Gymnasium Flooring Replacement: 

· All physical contract work at the site is 
complete. 

 

 

 

 

 

Phase 2 HVAC and Electrical Upgrades, 
Auxiliary Gymnasium Addition, Toilet 
Room Renovations, and 100 Wing Win-
dow Replacement: 

· All physical contract work at the site in 
complete. 

· TF requested Radio Signal Enhancement 
Antenna installation is complete. TF re-
quested localized sprinkler system for the 
room containing the Antenna Control Equip-
ment is under way. At the complete of this 
installation, the final certificate of occupan-
cy will be issued by TF. 

Partial Roofing Replacement: 

· All physical contract work at the site in 
complete. 

New Roof Mounted Solar Photovoltaic 
Array: 

· All physical contract work at the site is 
complete. 

· School District’s NJBPU TREC account is 
set up and approved for generating revenue. 

· Final application submitted to utility com-
pany (JCP&L) for permission to activate the 
solar panel system. Permission to activate 
the system is expected in the next week or 
so. 

· Final review by the roofing manufacturer, 
for roof warranty continuation, is under 
way. 
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REFERENDUM 2018—continued 
On behalf of the Members of the Board of Education, Administration, Fac-

ulty and Staff—thank you voters for your support of this referendum.  

These upgrades have enabled Monmouth Regional High School to now be 

up-to-date with air conditioning, a new gymnasium for expanded pro-

grams, an upgraded Performing Arts Center, updated bathrooms in PAC 

Hallway and 800 Wing; repaired flooring in eight classrooms, new effi-

cient boilers, solar panels, and three turf fields.  Welcome to the new Mon-

mouth Regional High School! 

There is always work to be done—future projects on the ’to do’ list are 

renovating the tennis courts, installation of a fence around the fields for 

safety/security and possible installation of lights on the all purpose, front, 

baseball and softball fields.  Please look for additional information which 

will be found in future Regional Reporters.  

  

New Solar Panels  1,420 generating electricity revenue/reduction in bills for MRHS 
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Thank You Retirees!  

At the end of this school year, the following employees will be 

leaving the Falcon’s Nest after years of dedicated service.  We will 

miss you but celebrate this new chapter in your story.  

Linda Phipps, 36 years                   Theresa Ciccone, 23 years          Carol Samuels, 22 years 

  Diane Costello, 22 years        Leslie Gurlea, 20 years         Carin MacPherson, 29 years 
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STRATEGIC PLANNING UPDATE: 

  

In 2019 the Board of Education began the process for Strategic Plan-

ning of the district.  Below, please find an update from the process from 

Dr. Meredith McGee, Strategic Planning Coordinator: 

The Monmouth Regional Strategic Plan was approved by the Board of Edu-

cation on August 18, 2020.  Currently, the school community has already 

taken several steps to implementing and carrying out the plan. Some high-

lights include : an updated and redesigned district website with a common 

calendar for all events; live streaming of school events and athletics; pro-

fessional development for faculty and staff; plans for tri-district profession-

al development and articulation; the creation of a Social Emotional Learn-

ing (SEL) team in district that is working with all stakeholders; and, the 

roll out of one to one technology for all district students. The plan is a five 

year undertaking and there are many details in place for the timing of how 

it proceeds. The administration and MRHS community is committed to 

continuing to review the plan and progress toward accomplishing all that 

has collaboratively been devised. 

  

Additionally, this year marked the Mid-Point Review of our Middle States 

Accreditation which we received in February of 2017. As part of the Middle 

States process, schools are expected to complete a review of their plan after 

three years. Our comprehensive Middle States plan complements our dis-

trict’s new strategic plan. We are on par at our mid-point review, and many 

of the recommendations have already been accomplished. Furthermore, 

some of the recommendations from our Middle States report are comple-

mented by actions cited in our strategic plan. We expect that our strategic 

plan will provide us with tools to accomplish several of our remaining Mid-

dle States recommendations. Our new accreditation process will begin 

again in the Spring of 2022. We are accredited until December 2024. 

  
Meredith McGee (Internal Coordinator for Strategic Planning and Middle States)                                                                                          
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SUMMER HOURS: 

Starting June 23rd,  the district 

is open Monday—Thursday 

from 7 AM—3 PM until Sep-

tember 2nd. Please check be-

forehand if you are dropping 

off paperwork to  any particu-

lar office.  You can always 

email a staff member.   (Note: 

this is all pending state guide-

lines regarding re-opening.)   

This is the link to the staff di-

rectory: https://

www.monmouthregional.net/

Page/674   

For Job Openings, click here:  

https://www.applitrack.com/

monmouthregional/onlineapp/  
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CONGRATULATIONS TO 

THE CLASS OF 2021!  

Do the best you can until you know better.  

Then when you know better, do better. 

Maya Angelou 
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